The Hypnotist
John Linna 1 (2023)

1 international bestseller the first of the killer instinct series featuring detective John Linna a triple murder the one surviving witness a boy with no memory of what happened and the hypnotist hired to help uncover the truth full of surprises and more than enough twists to keep those pages turning well into the night. NPR the police are desperate for information on the triple homicide. Detective John Linna enlists the help of hypnotist Erik Maria Bark. But when Bark unlocks the secrets in the boy’s memory, he triggers a terrifying chain of events that will put all their lives in jeopardy.

Tumba, Sweden: A triple homicide all of the victims from the same family captivates Detective Inspector John Linna, who demands to investigate the grisly murders against the wishes of the national police. The killer is at large and it appears that the elder sister of the family escaped the carnage. It seems only a matter of time until she too is murdered but where can Linna begin? The only surviving witness is an intended victim: the boy whose mother, father, and little sister were killed before his eyes. Whoever committed the crimes intended for this boy to die: he has suffered more than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a state of shock. He is in no condition to be questioned.

Desperate for information, Linna sees one mode of recourse: hypnotism. He enlists Dr. Erik Maria Bark to mesmerize the boy, hoping to discover the killer through his eyes. It’s the sort of work that Bark had sworn he would never do again, ethically dubious and psychically scarring. When he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim, a long and terrifying chain of events begins to unfurl. A TIME magazine top 10 fiction book for 2011, one of the WALL STREET JOURNAL’s top 10 mysteries of the year 2011. Prepare for the hypnotist to cast its spell in the frigid clime of Tumba, Sweden: A gruesome triple...
homicide attracts the interest of detective inspector joona linna who demands to investigate the murders the killer is still at large and there s only one surviving witness the boy whose family was killed before his eyes whoever committed the crimes wanted this boy to die he s suffered more than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a state of shock desperate for information linna sees only one option hypnotism he enlists dr erik maria bark to mesmerize the boy hoping to discover the killer through his eyes it s the sort of work that bark has sworn he would never do again ethically dubious and psychically scarring when he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim a long and terrifying chain of events begins to unfurl an international sensation the hypnotist is set to appear in thirty seven countries and it has landed at the top of bestseller lists wherever it s been published in france holland germany spain italy denmark now it s america s turn combining the addictive power of the stieg larsson trilogy with the storytelling drive of the silence of the lambs this adrenaline drenched thriller is spellbinding from its very first page a bloodcurdling thriller rife with grit gore and the complexities of the human condition the hypnotist is sure to keep readers spellbound in its clutches in the cold climate of tumba sweden a family is found murdered in their home in a brutal triple homicide the only survivor and witness is a teenage boy josef ek who is badly wounded from being stabbed over one hundered times and has gone into shock the other intended victim the boy s elder sister was able to escape the carnage but it may only be a matter of time before the killer hunts her down against the wishes of the national police di joona linna decides to investigate the case but with scarce leads he seeks the help of an unorthodox source disgraced psychiatrist and hypnotist erik maria bark in the hopes of getting more information from josef having sworn never to indulge in such practices again bark at first refuses the request on grounds of ethics and the risk of deep psychological damage but when erik relents and begins his sessions with josef what he discovers makes him want to stay
silent filled with a visceral darkness that distinguishes kepler’s writing from his crime fiction peers. the hypnotist offers a skillful if highly disturbing meditation on the nature of evil. the first two thrillers in the international bestselling joona linna series by lars kepler including an exclusive preview of the third thriller the fire witness. lars kepler returns with a piercing bestselling sequel to the hypnotist after spellbinding audiences in the hypnotist detective inspector joona linna is back in the nightmare—an internationally bestselling swedish thriller published to critical acclaim in dozens of countries. the swedish newspaper arbetarbladet put it the reader is ready to sell his own soul for the opportunity to read this book without interruption in one sitting on a summer night. police recover the body of a young woman from an abandoned pleasure boat drifting around the stockholm archipelago. her lungs are filled with brackish water and the forensics team is sure that she drowned. why then is the pleasure boat still afloat and why are there no traces of water on her clothes or body? the next day a man turns up dead in his state apartment in stockholm hanging from a lamp hook. all signs point to suicide but the room has a high ceiling and there’s not a single piece of furniture around nothing to climb on. joona linna begins to piece together the two mysteries but the logistics are a mere prelude to a dizzying and dangerous course of events. at its core the most frightening aspect of the nightmare isn’t its gruesome crimes it’s the dark psychology of its characters who show us how blind we are to our own motives. the first three gripping thrillers in lars kepler’s bestselling series featuring joona linna perfect for fans of stieg larsson and jo nesbo. 1 international bestseller. this installment in the killer instinct series tells the chilling story of a manipulative serial killer and the two brilliant police agents who must beat him at his own game. detectives joona linna and saga bauer with its tight staccato chapters and cast of dangerous wraiths lurking everywhere. the sandman is a nonstop fright. janet maslin the new york times late one night outside stockholm mikael kohler frost is found...
wandering thirteen years earlier he went missing along with his younger sister they were long thought to have been victims of sweden s most notorious serial killer jurek walter now serving a life sentence in a maximum security psychiatric hospital now mikael tells the police that his sister is still alive and being held by someone he knows only as the sandman years ago detective inspector joona linna made an excruciating personal sacrifice to ensure jurek s capture he is keenly aware of what this killer is capable of and now he is certain that jurek has an accomplice he knows that any chance of rescuing mikael s sister depends on getting jurek to talk and that the only agent capable of this is inspector saga bauer a twenty seven year old prodigy she will have to go under deep cover in the psychiatric ward where jurek is imprisoned and she will have to find a way to get to the psychopath before it s too late and before he gets inside her head two sadistic murders by a killer who is playing games with the police prompt swedish detective joona linna to seek assistance from trauma hypnotherapist erik maria bark for a case with disturbing ties to a years old conviction one of the new york times top ten crime novels of the year another shocking thriller in the killer instince series it s up to detectives joona linna and saga bauer to untangle one of the most complex cases of their career and follow a killer s trail of destruction back to one horrific night of violence ten little rabbits all dressed in white tried to get to heaven on the end of a kite kite string got broken down they all fell instead of going to heaven they all went to it begins with a nursery rhyme nineteen minutes later you die a masked stranger stands in the shadows he watches his victim through the window he will kill him slowly make him pay soon the rabbit hunter has claimed another three victims this predator will stop at nothing to reap his ultimate revenge a terrifying new thriller in the the internationally bestselling killer instinct series detective joona linna finds himself on a collision course with a terrifying killer whose past is more troubling than anyone could imagine
those rare books that is truly difficult to put down new york journal of books a brutal killing spree at a home for wayward teens one girl is dead another is missing joona linna scrambles to track her down before the death toll mounts international bestselling detectives joona linna and saga bauer must confront a relentless killer who s always one step ahead in this installment of the killer instinct series from the 1 international bestselling author of the hypnotist action oriented inventive with over the top plots and larger than life heroes and criminals los angeles times magazine police discover the lifeless body of a young woman on an abandoned yacht the next day a man is found hanging in his apartment when detectives joona linna and saga bauer uncover a surprising connection between the two deaths they realize they are up against a brutal killer and a ruthless business tycoon who preys on his victims worst nightmares to achieve his sinister ends in this gripping prequel to his edgar award finalist and new york times bestseller the deep deep snow brian freeman takes us on rebecca s dark journey to reveal the truth about the ursulina a journey that ultimately leads to an excruciating choice that will change her life forever the mythical beast goes by many names bigfoot sasquatch yeti in black wolf county he s called the ursulina but to deputy rebecca colder the beast is no myth a serial killer has taken on the identity of the monster and with each body left behind there s a chilling message written in blood i am the ursulina 1 international best seller detective joona linna is on the trail of a kidnapper who targets teenage girls and makes their worst nightmares a reality dark disturbing and chillingly relentless picture hannibal lecter sitting down to channel stieg larsson and then dial it way way up brad thor 1 new york times best selling author of black ice sixteen year old jenny lind is kidnapped in broad daylight on her way home from school and thrown into the back of a truck she s taken to a dilapidated house where she and other girls face horrors far beyond their worst nightmares though they re desperate to escape their captor foils every attempt of the ursulina
attempts five years later jenny s body is found hanging in a playground strung up with a winch on a rainy night as the police are scrambling to find a lead in the scant evidence detective joona linna recognizes an eerie connection between jenny s murder and a death declared a suicide years before and when another teenage girl goes missing it becomes clear to joona that they re dealing with a serial killer and his murderous rampage may have just begun international bestseller 15 million copies sold worldwide the seventh gripping thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna sweden s most notorious serial killer jurek walter was shot and killed years ago the police moved on and managed to forget the darkness that had tainted their lives now a mysterious killer is brutally murdering europe s most loathsome criminals when police discover that two of the victims have connections to detective joona linna it s clear that somebody is trying to send him a message as the body count rises the evidence seems to point to a ghost from joona s past the most terrifying villain he s ever had to face joona is convinced that his worst nightmare is about to become a reality jurek walter the man who tore apart his family has returned to finish the job if you see his reflection it s already too late five years ago jenny lind was abducted on her way home from school now her lifeless body is found hanging in a playground but there is no evidence and only one witness a man who cannot remember what he saw with detective joona linna and the police scrambling to find a lead another girl goes missing and as they close in on the killer they discover that the mirror man s crimes are more shocking than they ever could have imagined from the 17 million copy global bestseller lars kepler comes the darkest most chilling crime thriller of 2022 perfect for fans of jo nesbo ragnar jonasson and alex north s the whisper man praise for the mirror man chilling nerve shredding clever and impossibly dark chris whitaker bestselling author of we begin at the end as dark and chilling as a swedish winter gregg hurwitz picture hannibal lecter sitting down to channel stieg larsson brad thoro
sweden a triple homicide all of the victims from the same family captivates detective inspector joona linna who demands to investigate the grisly murders against the wishes of the national police the killer is at large and it appears that the elder sister of the family escaped the carnage it seems only a matter of time until she too is murdered but where can linna begin the only surviving witness is an intended victim the boy whose mother father and little sister were killed before his eyes whoever committed the crimes intended for this boy to die he has suffered more than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a state of shock he s in no condition to be questioned desperate for information linna sees one mode of recourse hypnotism he enlists dr erik maria bark to mesmerize the boy hoping to discover the killer through his eyes it s the sort of work that bark had sworn he would never do again ethically dubious and psychically scarring when he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim a long and terrifying chain of events begins to unfurl from the hardcover edition you thought you were alone think again the groundbreaking fifth thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna perfect for fans of stieg larsson and jo nesbo you thought you were alone think again the groundbreaking fifth thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna perfect for fans of stieg larsson and jo nesbo international best seller a nonstop roller coaster of suspense taking us deep into the hearts and minds of perfectly realized characters and oh what a villain the definition of a one sitting read jeffery deaver new york times best selling author of the goodbye man sometimes the past won t stay buried all across europe the most ruthless criminals are suffering gruesome deaths at first it seems coincidental that their underworld affiliations are finally catching up to them but when two of the victims are found to have disturbing connections to detective joona linna it becomes clear that there s a single killer at work still police are reluctant to launch an investigation if a mysterious vigilante is making their jobs easier when
way joona however is convinced this is no would be hero these deaths serve a much darker purpose desperate for help joona turns to saga bauer if his hunch is correct she s one of the few people who stands a chance at bringing this criminal mastermind down but saga is fighting her own demons and the killer knows just how to use them to his advantage he continues to strike with impunity and no one it seems is safe when the killer begins targeting those closest to saga and joona it appears more and more likely that joona has been right all along and that tracking down the person responsible will force him to confront a ghost from his past the most terrifying villain he s ever had to face.

Stockholm Sweden on a summer s evening a young woman s body is discovered aboard an abandoned boat the likely cause of death is drowning but her clothes are completely dry a man is found hung in his apartment his death looks like suicide although there is nothing to climb on to reach the ceiling on the surface the deaths seem unconnected but detective inspector joona linna suspects something more sinister it begins with a nursery rhyme nineteen minutes later you die the sixth gripping thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna perfect for fans of stieg larsson and jo nesbo following on the heels of the bestselling series opener the hypnotist kepler delivers another nail biting hair raising thriller pulled straight from your darkest nightmares a young woman s body is found on a pleasure boat drifting down the stockholm archipelago her lungs are filled with brackish water but how are her clothes dry then a man s body is found hanging from a lamp hook in his apartment but how could he have hanged himself with no furniture to climb on as detective inspector joona linna begins to piece together the two mysteries what he finds will be a mere prelude to a dizzying and dangerous course of events from the internationally bestselling author of the hypnotist the nightmare is another spellbinding tale of nordic crime as the dark psychology of characters reveal how blind we can be to our own motives the no 1 swedish thriller by the author of the hypnotist
and the nightmare the internationally bestselling killer instinct series returns with a terrifying new thriller detective joona linna recently back from compassionate leave reunites with hypnotist erik maria bark in a search for a seemingly unassailable sadistic killer kepler is a virtuoso at delivering scenes of suspense the new york times book review the swedish national crime unit receives a video of a young woman in her home clearly unaware that she s being watched soon after the tape is received the woman s body is found horrifically mutilated with the arrival of the next similar video the police understand that the killer is toying with them warning of a new victim knowing there s nothing they can do detective margot silverman is put in charge of the investigation and soon asks detective joona linna for help linna in turn recruits erik maria bark the hypnotist and expert in trauma with whom linna s worked before bark is leery of forcing people to give up their secrets but this time bark is the one hiding things years before he had put a man away for an eerily similar crime and now he s beginning to think that an innocent man may be behind bars and a serial killer still on the loose international bestseller 12 million copies sold worldwide the sixth gripping thriller in lars kepler s internationally bestselling series featuring joona linna a stranger wearing a mask stands in the shadow of a garden he s watching his first victim through the window he will kill him slowly make it last play him a nursery rhyme make him pay there s only one person the police can turn to ex detective joona linna but he s serving time in a high security prison so they offer him a chance to secure his freedom help superintendent saga bauer track down the vicious killer known as the rabbit hunter before he strikes again soon another three victims have been murdered and stockholm is in the grip of terror joona linna must catch a disturbed predator whose trail of destruction leads back to one horrific night of violence with consequences more terrifying than anyone could have imagined international bestseller 14 million copies sold worldwide the sixth gripping thriller in lars kepler s internationally bestselling series featuring joona linna
Internationally bestselling series featuring Joona Linna a stranger wearing a mask stands in the shadow of a garden he's watching his first victim through the window he will kill him slowly make it last play him a nursery rhyme make him pay there's only one person the police can turn to ex-detective Joona Linna but he's serving time in a high security prison so they offer him a chance to secure his freedom help superintendent Saga Bauer track down the vicious killer known as the rabbit hunter before he strikes again soon another three victims have been murdered and Stockholm is in the grip of terror Joona Linna must catch a disturbed predator whose trail of destruction leads back to one horrific night of violence with consequences more terrifying than anyone could have imagined can you catch a killer or are you already in the web from the 17 million copy global bestseller Lars Kepler comes the most anticipated crime thriller of 2023 perfect for fans of Jo Nesbo Ragnar Jonasson and Alex North three years ago detective Saga Bauer received an ominous postcard describing a gun and nine white bullets one of which was intended for her partner detective Joona Linna the sender alleged that Saga was the only person who could save him but as time passed the threat faded until now a sack with a decomposing body has been found hanging from a tree in the forest a milky white bullet casing turns up at the scene when the body count begins to rise the police realise that the killer is sending riddles offering them the chance to stop the murders before they happen but the police always seem to arrive a moment too late as they begin to close in the case becomes more and more tangled someone is spinning a fiendishly intricate web pulling Joona ever closer to a trap he may not be able to escape praise for Lars Kepler fast and furiously paced I lapped it up Evening Standard chilling nerve shredding clever and impossibly dark Chris Whitaker a rollercoaster ride of a thriller full of striking twists mail on Sunday as dark and chilling as a Swedish winter Gregg Hurwitz a non-stop rollercoaster of suspense Jeffery Deaver ferocious visceral storytelling Daily Mail thrilling Sunday
times the no 1 swedish thriller by the author of the hypnotist and the fire witness during a cold winter night in stockholm a young man is found walking alongside a railway bridge the hospital declares that he is suffering from hypothermia and legionella they also discover a death certificate stating that the man has been dead for over seven years the man was a victim of the serial killer jurek walter who was arrested by detective inspector joona linna jurek walter was convicted to forensic psychiatric care a sentence served in total isolation but where has this man been during all these years due to an unexpected testimony the case is reopened someone needs to get under jurek s skin and fast international bestseller 17 million copies of the series sold worldwide the ninth gripping thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna a killer is spinning a sinister web and the police are caught dead centre three years ago saga bauer received a postcard with a threatening message it mentioned a gun and nine white bullets one of which was intended for detective joona linna according to the anonymous sender saga was the only person who could save him but as time passed the threat faded that is until now a sack with a decomposing body has been found tied to a tree in the forest and a milky white bullet casing turns up at the scene soon the police begin to receive complicated riddles from the killer taunting them with opportunities to stop further murders joona linna and saga bauer struggle to solve the riddles and save further victims before it s too late as the hunt becomes increasingly desperate it appears that the killer is unstoppable and that linna and bauer may already be caught in the killer s web in this twisty thriller from the new york times bestselling master of suspense reward seeker colter shaw infiltrates a sinister cult after learning that the only way to get somebody out is to go in in the wilderness of washington state expert tracker colter shaw has located two young men accused of a terrible hate crime but when his pursuit takes a shocking and tragic turn shaw becomes desperate to discover what went so horribly wrong and if he is to blame
search for answers leads him to a shadowy organization that bills itself as a grief support group but is it truly a community that consoles the bereaved or a dangerous cult with a growing body count undercover shaw joins the mysterious group risking everything despite the fact that no reward is on offer he soon finds that some people will stop at nothing to keep their secrets hidden and to make sure that he or those close to him say goodbye forever international bestseller 15 million copies of the series sold worldwide the eighth gripping thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna sixteen year old jenny is abducted in broad daylight and taken to a dilapidated isolated house where she is chained and caged along with several other girls their captor is unpredictable and as wily as he is cruel he foils every one of their desperate attempts to escape and once caught they rarely survive their punishment five years later jenny is found dead in a public park and the police are scrambling to find a lead among the scant evidence but detective joona linna realizes that this murder has an eerie connection to a death that was declared a suicide years before when mia a seventeen year old orphan goes missing it becomes clear to joona that they are dealing with a serial killer whose murderous rampage has just begun as the police close in on the killer mia and her fellow captives are plunged into ever greater danger and joona finds himself in a seemingly impossible race against time to save their young lives el hipnotista es la primera entrega de la célebre serie de novelas policíacas protagonizada por el inspector joona linna una familia ha sido brutalmente asesinada en el gélido estocolmo no hay rastro del culpable solamente un niño el hijo único superviviente de la masacre puede dar testimonio de quién ha cometido tal atrocidad pero el sufrimiento que lleva consigo el chico es como el de cien puñales clavados en el pecho y el detective joona linna no logra liberarlo del estado de shock en el que está sumido desesperado por hallar información una pista algún hilo del que tirar linna optará por una medida drástica que no obstante podría dar...
clave para resolver el caso el hipnotismo el detective contactará entonces con el doctor erik maria bark quien había jurado no volver a llevar a cabo prácticas similares cuando rompa su promesa sin embargo nada podrá detener el devenir de los acontecimientos crítica una novela cuyo frío te cala hasta los huesos bookreporter there's a face at the window a masked stranger stands in the shadow of a garden watching his first victim through the window he will kill him slowly play him a nursery rhyme make him pay a killer in your house the police offer ex detective joona linna a chance to clear his name help superintendent saga bauer track down the vicious killer terrorising stockholm before he strikes again only one man can stop him now joona stands between a disturbed predator and its prey he must catch a killer who hunts in the shadows and who is dangerously close to losing control if you see his reflection it's already too late the gripping new crime novel from global thriller writing phenomenon lars kepler the nail biting new story from the million copy bestselling author is this the best crime writer in the world today if you're looking for a mystery to get lost in during lockdown the times uk a world class crime writer one of the most astonishing plots of modern crime fiction sunday times uk it is nothing less than a landmark in modern crime fiction the times uk from ragnar jónasson the award winning author of the international bestselling ari thór series the girl who died is a standalone thriller about a young woman seeking a new start in a secluded village where a small community is desperate to protect its secrets teacher wanted at the edge of the world una wants nothing more than to teach but she has been unable to secure steady employment in reykjavík her savings are depleted her love life is nonexistent and she cannot face another winter staring at the four walls of her shabby apartment celebrating christmas and ringing in 1986 in the remote fishing hamlet of skálar seems like a small price to pay for a chance to earn some teaching credentials and get her life back on track but skálar isn't just one of iceland's most isolated villages
it is home to just ten people una’s only students are two girls aged seven and nine teaching them only occupies so many hours in a day and the few adults she interacts with are civil but distant she only seems to connect with thór a man she shares an attraction with but who is determined to keep her at arm’s length as darkness descends throughout the bleak winter una finds herself more often than not in her rented attic space the site of a local legendary haunting drinking her loneliness away she is plagued by nightmares of a little girl in a white dress singing a lullaby and when a sudden tragedy echoes an event long buried in skálar’s past the villagers become even more guarded leaving a suspicious una seeking to uncover a shocking truth that’s been kept secret for generations a gripping twisty new thriller from the bestselling author of the ice beneath her perfect for fans of will dean’s dark pines a case as cold as the season a profiler who can’t remember a killer ready to strike again psychological profiler hanne lagerlind schön and her partner investigator peter lindgren are invited to the small sleepy industrial town of ormberg to investigate a cold case ten years earlier a five year old girl’s remains were found in a cairn near the town but when a recurring memory problem resurfaces hanne struggles to keep track of the case she begins keeping a diary noting down everything she is likely to forget to keep up appearances so she doesn’t lose her job when the body of a woman is found at the cairn and one of hanne’s shoes is found nearby covered in the victim’s blood can hanne’s diary hold the key to what happened how does this new murder connect to their old one how can you put together what happened when the pieces keep fading away 1 international best seller a serial killer is spinning a sinister web and detectives joona linna and saga bauer are caught dead center this pulse pounding descent into the chilling world of the spider is another shocking thriller in the killer instinct series three years ago detective saga bauer received an ominous postcard describing a gun and nine white bullets one of which was intended for her partner detective joona linna
sender alleged that saga was the only person who could save him but as time passed the threat faded until now a sack with a decomposing body has been found hanging from a tree in the forest a milky white bullet casing turns up at the scene when the body count begins to rise the police realize that the killer is sending riddles offering them the chance to stop the murders before they happen but the police always seem to arrive a moment too late as they begin to close in the case becomes more and more tangled someone is spinning a fiendishly intricate web pulling joona ever closer to a trap he may not be able to escape the spider is shocking and exhilarating in a way only lars kepler could accomplish wisting the major tv show now on bbc four chief inspector william wisting is an experienced policeman who is familiar with the dark side of human nature he lives in challenging times for the norwegian police force meeting them with integrity and humanity and a fragile belief that he can play a part in creating a better world dregs begins with a police report giving the place and time of the discovery of a training shoe washed up on the sand containing a severed foot from the victim s body soon a second shoe is washed up but it is another left what is the explanation for this has there been some kind of terrible accident at sea does it indicate the killing and dismembering of two victims is there a link with the unsolved mystery of a number of disappearances in the larvik area in recent months in this gripping police procedural wisting gradually gets to the bottom of the mystery with the help of his all too human colleagues and his journalist daughter line
The Hypnotist 2018-07-31

The first of the killer instinct series featuring detective Joona Linna. A triple murder the one surviving witness a boy with no memory of what happened and the hypnotist hired to help uncover the truth. Full of surprises and more than enough twists to keep those pages turning well into the night.

NPR: The police are desperate for information on the triple homicide. Detective Joona Linna enlists the help of hypnotist Erik Maria Bark, but when Bark unlocks the secrets in the boy's memory, he triggers a terrifying chain of events that will put all their lives in jeopardy.

The Hypnotist 2011-07-05

Tumba, Sweden. A triple homicide. All of the victims from the same family captivates Detective Inspector Joona Linna who demands to investigate the grisly murders against the wishes of the national police. The killer is still at large and it appears that the elder sister of the family escaped the carnage. It seems only a matter of time until she too is murdered but where can Linna begin? The only surviving witness is an intended victim, the boy whose mother, father, and little sister were killed before his eyes. Whoever committed the crimes intended for this boy to die. He has suffered more than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a state of shock. He's in no condition to be questioned.

Desperate for information, Linna sees one mode of recourse. Hypnotism. He enlists Dr. Erik Maria Bark to mesmerize the boy, hoping to discover the killer through his eyes. It's the sort of work that Bark had sworn he would never do again. Ethically dubious and psychically scarring, when he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim, a long and terrifying chain of events begins to unfurl.

The Hypnotist 2011-06-21

A Time Magazine Top 10 Fiction Book for 2011. One of the Wall Street Journal's Top 10 Mysteries of the Year 2011. Prepare for the hypnotist to cast its spell in the frigid clime of Tumba, Sweden. A gruesome triple homicide attracts the interest of Detective Inspector Joona Linna who demands to investigate the murders. The killer is still at large and there's only one surviving.
witness the boy whose family was killed before his eyes whoever committed the crimes wanted this boy to die he’s suffered more than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a state of shock desperate for information linna sees only one option hypnotism he enlists dr erik maria bark to mesmerize the boy hoping to discover the killer through his eyes it’s the sort of work that bark has sworn he would never do again ethically dubious and psychically scarring when he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim a long and terrifying chain of events begins to unfurl an international sensation the hypnotist is set to appear in thirty seven countries and it has landed at the top of bestseller lists wherever it’s been published in france holland germany spain italy denmark now it’s america’s turn combining the addictive power of the stieg larsson trilogy with the storytelling drive of the silence of the lambs this adrenaline drenched thriller is spellbinding from its very first page the hypnotist 2018-07-31 a bloodcurdling thriller rife with grit gore and the complexities of the human condition the hypnotist is sure to keep readers spellbound in its clutches in the cold climate of tumba sweden a family is found murdered in their home in a brutal triple homicide the only survivor and witness is a teenage boy josef ek who is badly wounded from being stabbed over one hundred times and has gone into shock the other intended victim the boy’s elder sister was able to escape the carnage but it may only be a matter of time before the killer hunts her down against the wishes of the national police di joona linna decides to investigate the case but with scarce leads he seeks the help of an unorthodox source disgraced psychiatrist and hypnotist erik maria bark in the hopes of getting more information from josef having sworn never to indulge in such practices again bark at first refuses the request on grounds of ethics and the risk of deep psychological damage but when erik relents and begins his sessions with josef what he discovers makes him want to stay silent filled with a visceral darkness that distinguishes kepler’s writing from his crime fiction peers the hypnotist offers a skillful if
highly disturbing meditation on the nature of evil

**Joona Linna Crime Series Books 1 and 2: The Hypnotist, The Nightmare** 2012-12-13 the first two thrillers in the international bestselling joona linna series by lars kepler including an exclusive preview of the third thriller the fire witness

**The Nightmare** 2012-07-03 lars kepler returns with a piercing bestselling sequel to the hypnotist after spellbinding audiences in the hypnotist detective inspector joona linna is back in the nightmare an internationally bestselling swedish thriller published to critical acclaim in dozens of countries as the swedish newspaper arbetarbladet put it the reader is ready to sell his own soul for the opportunity to read this book without interruption in one sitting on a summer night police recover the body of a young woman from an abandoned pleasure boat drifting around the stockholm archipelago her lungs are filled with brackish water and the forensics team is sure that she drowned why then is the pleasure boat still afloat and why are there no traces of water on her clothes or body the next day a man turns up dead in his state apartment in stockholm hanging from a lamp hook all signs point to suicide but the room has a high ceiling and there s not a single piece of furniture around nothing to climb on joona linna begins to piece together the two mysteries but the logistics are a mere prelude to a dizzying and dangerous course of events at its core the most frightening aspect of the nightmare isn t its gruesome crimes it s the dark psychology of its characters who show us how blind we are to our own motives


**The Sandman** 2018-03-06 1 international bestseller this installment in the killer instinct series tells the chilling story of a manipulative serial killer and the two brilliant police agents who must beat him at his own game detectives joona linna and saga
bauer with its tight staccato chapters and cast of dangerous wraiths lurking everywhere the sandman is a nonstop fright janet maslin the new york times late one night outside stockholm mikael kohler frost is found wandering thirteen years earlier he went missing along with his younger sister they were long thought to have been victims of sweden s most notorious serial killer jurek walter now serving a life sentence in a maximum security psychiatric hospital now mikael tells the police that his sister is still alive and being held by someone he knows only as the sandman years ago detective inspector joona linna made an excruciating personal sacrifice to ensure jurek s capture he is keenly aware of what this killer is capable of and now he is certain that jurek has an accomplice he knows that any chance of rescuing mikael s sister depends on getting jurek to talk and that the only agent capable of this is inspector saga bauer a twenty seven year old prodigy she will have to go under deep cover in the psychiatric ward where jurek is imprisoned and she will have to find a way to get to the psychopath before it s too late and before he gets inside her head

**Stalker** 2019-02-05 two sadistic murders by a killer who is playing games with the police prompt swedish detective joona linna to seek assistance from trauma hypnotherapist erik maria bark for a case with disturbing ties to a years old conviction

**The Rabbit Hunter** 2020-01-14 one of the new york times top ten crime novels of the year another shocking thriller in the killer instince series it s up to detectives joona linna and saga bauer to untangle one of the most complex cases of their career and follow a killer s trail of destruction back to one horrific night of violence ten little rabbits all dressed in white tried to get to heaven on the end of a kite kite string got broken down they all fell instead of going to heaven they all went to it begins with a nursery rhyme nineteen minutes later you die a masked stranger stands in the shadows he watches his victim through the window he will kill him slowly make him pay soon the rabbit hunter has claimed another
three victims this predator will stop at nothing to reap his ultimate revenge

_The Fire Witness_ 2018-11-27 a terrifying new thriller in the internationally bestselling killer instinct series detective joona linna finds himself on a collision course with a terrifying killer whose past is more troubling than anyone could imagine one of those rare books that is truly difficult to put down new york journal of books a brutal killing spree at a home for wayward teens one girl is dead another is missing joona linna scrambles to track her down before the death toll mounts

_The Nightmare_ 2018-09-25 international bestseller detectives joona linna and saga bauer must confront a relentless killer who s always one step ahead in this installment of the killer instinct series from the 1 international bestselling author of the hypnotist action oriented inventive with over the top plots and larger than life heroes and criminals los angeles times magazine police discover the lifeless body of a young woman on an abandoned yacht the next day a man is found hanging in his apartment when detectives joona linna and saga bauer uncover a surprising connection between the two deaths they realize they are up against a brutal killer and a ruthless business tycoon who preys on his victims worst nightmares to achieve his sinister ends

_The Ursulina_ 2022-02-01 in this gripping prequel to his edgar award finalist and new york times bestseller the deep deep snow brian freeman takes us on rebecca s dark journey to reveal the truth about the ursulina a journey that ultimately leads to an excruciating choice that will change her life forever the mythical beast goes by many names bigfoot sasquatch yeti in black wolf county he s called the ursulina but to deputy rebecca colder the beast is no myth a serial killer has taken on the identity of the monster and with each body left behind there s a chilling message written in blood i am the ursulina

_The Mirror Man_ 2022-01-18 1 international best seller detective joona linna is on the trail of a kidnapper who targets teenage girls
and makes their worst nightmares a reality dark disturbing and chillingly relentless picture hannibal lecter sitting down to channel stieg larsson and then dial it way way up brad thor 1 new york times best selling author of black ice sixteen year old jenny lind is kidnapped in broad daylight on her way home from school and thrown into the back of a truck she s taken to a dilapidated house where she and other girls face horrors far beyond their worst nightmares though they re desperate to escape their captor foils everyone of their attempts five years later jenny s body is found hanging in a playground strung up with a winch on a rainy night as the police are scrambling to find a lead in the scant evidence detective joona linna recognizes an eerie connection between jenny s murder and a death declared a suicide years before and when another teenage girl goes missing it becomes clear to joona that they re dealing with a serial killer and his murderous rampage may have just begun

**Lazarus 2020-12-01** international bestseller 15 million copies sold worldwide the seventh gripping thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna sweden s most notorious serial killer jurek walter was shot and killed years ago the police moved on and managed to forget the darkness that had tainted their lives now a mysterious killer is brutally murdering europe s most loathsome criminals when police discover that two of the victims have connections to detective joona linna it s clear that somebody is trying to send him a message as the body count rises the evidence seems to point to a ghost from joona s past the most terrifying villain he s ever had to face joona is convinced that his worst nightmare is about to become a reality jurek walter the man who tore apart his family has returned to finish the job

**The Mirror Man 2022-05-26** if you see his reflection it s already too late five years ago jenny lind was abducted on her way home from school now her lifeless body is found hanging in a playground but there is no evidence and only one witness a man who cannot remember what he saw with detective joona linna and the police
scrambling to find a lead another girl goes missing and as they
close in on the killer they discover that the mirror man’s crimes
are more shocking than they ever could have imagined from the
17 million copy global bestseller Lars Kepler comes the darkest
most chilling crime thriller of 2022 perfect for fans of Jo Nesbo
Ragnar Jonasson and Alex North’s the whisper man praise for the
mirror man chilling nerve shredding clever and impossibly dark
Chris Whitaker bestselling author of we begin at the end as dark
and chilling as a Swedish winter Gregg Hurwitz picture Hannibal
Lecter sitting down to channel Stieg Larsson Brad Thor
The Hypnotist 2011 Tumba Sweden a triple homicide all of the
victims from the same family captivates Detective Inspector Joona
Linna who demands to investigate the grisly murders against the
wishes of the national police the killer is at large and it appears
that the elder sister of the family escaped the carnage it seems
only a matter of time until she too is murdered but where can Linna
begin the only surviving witness is an intended victim the boy
whose mother father and little sister were killed before his eyes
whoever committed the crimes intended for this boy to die he has
suffered more than one hundred knife wounds and lapsed into a
state of shock he’s in no condition to be questioned desperate for
information Linna sees one mode of recourse hypnotism he enlists
Dr Erik Maria Bark to mesmerize the boy hoping to discover the
killer through his eyes it’s the sort of work that Bark had sworn he
would never do again ethically dubious and psychically scarring
when he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the victim a long and
terrifying chain of events begins to unfurl from the hardcover
edition
Stalker 2017-05-22 you thought you were alone think again the
groundbreaking fifth thriller in Lars Kepler’s bestselling series
featuring Joona Linna perfect for fans of Stieg Larsson and Jo Nesbo
Stalker (free sampler) 2016-02-11 you thought you were alone think again the
groundbreaking fifth thriller in Lars Kepler’s bestselling series featuring Joona Linna perfect for fans of Stieg
Lazarus 2020-12-01 international best seller a nonstop roller coaster of suspense taking us deep into the hearts and minds of perfectly realized characters and oh what a villain the definition of a one sitting read jeffery deaver new york times best selling author of the goodbye man sometimes the past won t stay buried all across europe the most ruthless criminals are suffering gruesome deaths at first it seems coincidental that their underworld affiliations are finally catching up to them but when two of the victims are found to have disturbing connections to detective joona linna it becomes clear that there s a single killer at work still police are reluctant to launch an investigation if a mysterious vigilante is making their jobs easier why stand in his way joona however is convinced this is no would be hero these deaths serve a much darker purpose desperate for help joona turns to saga bauer if his hunch is correct she s one of the few people who stands a chance at bringing this criminal mastermind down but saga is fighting her own demons and the killer knows just how to use them to his advantage he continues to strike with impunity and no one it seems is safe when the killer begins targeting those closest to saga and joona it appears more and more likely that joona has been right all along and that tracking down the person responsible will force him to confront a ghost from his past the most terrifying villain he s ever had to face

The Nightmare 2013-01-01 stockholm sweden on a summer s evening a young woman s body is discovered aboard an abandoned boat the likely cause of death is drowning but her clothes are completely dry a man is found hung in his apartment his death looks like suicide although there is nothing to climb on to reach the ceiling on the surface the deaths seem unconnected but detective inspector joona linna suspects something more sinister

Hunter (Joona Linna, Book 6) 2018-05-03 it begins with a nursery rhyme nineteen minutes later you die the sixth gripping thriller in lars kepler s bestselling series featuring joona linna
perfect for fans of stieg larsson and jo nesbo

The Nightmare 2018-09-25 following on the heels of the bestselling series opener the hypnotist kepler delivers another nail biting hair raising thriller pulled straight from your darkest nightmares a young woman’s body is found on a pleasure boat drifting down the stockholm archipelago her lungs are filled with brackish water but how are her clothes dry then a man’s body is found hanging from a lamp hook in his apartment but how could he have hanged himself with no furniture to climb on as detective inspector joona linna begins to piece together the two mysteries what he finds will be a mere prelude to a dizzying and dangerous course of events from the internationally bestselling author of the hypnotist the nightmare is another spellbinding tale of nordic crime as the dark psychology of characters reveal how blind we can be to our own motives

The Fire Witness 2014-05 the no 1 swedish thriller by the author of the hypnotist and the nightmare

Stalker 2020-01-28 the internationally bestselling killer instinct series returns with a terrifying new thriller detective joona linna recently back from compassionate leave reunites with hypnotist erik maria bark in a search for a seemingly unassailable sadistic killer kepler is a virtuoso at delivering scenes of suspense the new york times book review the swedish national crime unit receives a video of a young woman in her home clearly unaware that she’s being watched soon after the tape is received the woman’s body is found horrifically mutilated with the arrival of the next similar video the police understand that the killer is toying with them warning of a new victim knowing there’s nothing they can do detective margot silverman is put in charge of the investigation and soon asks detective joona linna for help linna in turn recruits erik maria bark the hypnotist and expert in trauma with whom linna’s worked before bark is leery of forcing people to give up their secrets but this time bark is the one hiding things years before he had put a man away for an eerily similar crime and now
he's beginning to think that an innocent man may be behind bars and a serial killer still on the loose.

**The Rabbit Hunter** 2019-07-30 international bestseller 12 million copies sold worldwide the sixth gripping thriller in Lars Kepler’s internationally bestselling series featuring Joona Linna a stranger wearing a mask stands in the shadow of a garden he’s watching his first victim through the window he will kill him slowly make it last play him a nursery rhyme make him pay there’s only one person the police can turn to ex detective Joona Linna but he’s serving time in a high security prison so they offer him a chance to secure his freedom help superintendent Saga Bauer track down the vicious killer known as the rabbit hunter before he strikes again soon another three victims have been murdered and Stockholm is in the grip of terror Joona Linna must catch a disturbed predator whose trail of destruction leads back to one horrific night of violence with consequences more terrifying than anyone could have imagined.

**The Rabbit Hunter** 2019-07-30 international bestseller 14 million copies sold worldwide the sixth gripping thriller in Lars Kepler’s internationally bestselling series featuring Joona Linna a stranger wearing a mask stands in the shadow of a garden he’s watching his first victim through the window he will kill him slowly make it last play him a nursery rhyme make him pay there’s only one person the police can turn to ex detective Joona Linna but he’s serving time in a high security prison so they offer him a chance to secure his freedom help superintendent Saga Bauer track down the vicious killer known as the rabbit hunter before he strikes again soon another three victims have been murdered and Stockholm is in the grip of terror Joona Linna must catch a disturbed predator whose trail of destruction leads back to one horrific night of violence with consequences more terrifying than anyone could have imagined.

**The Spider** 2023-05-25 can you catch a killer or are you already in the web from the 17 million copy global bestseller Lars Kepler.
comes the most anticipated crime thriller of 2023 perfect for fans of Jo Nesbo, Ragnar Jonasson, and Alex North. Three years ago, Detective Saga Bauer received an ominous postcard describing a gun and nine white bullets, one of which was intended for her partner, Detective Joona Linna. The sender alleged that Saga was the only person who could save him, but as time passed, the threat faded until now. A sack with a decomposing body has been found hanging from a tree in the forest. A milky white bullet casing turns up at the scene when the body count begins to rise. The police realize that the killer is sending riddles offering them the chance to stop the murders before they happen, but the police always seem to arrive a moment too late. As they begin to close in, the case becomes more and more tangled. Someone is spinning a fiendishly intricate web, pulling Joona ever closer to a trap he may not be able to escape. Praise for Lars Kepler: “Fast and furiously paced, I lapped it up.” Evening Standard. “Chilling, nerve shredding, clever and impossibly dark.” Chris Whitaker. “A rollercoaster ride of a thriller full of striking twists.” Mail on Sunday. “As dark and chilling as a Swedish winter.” Gregg Hurwitz. “A non-stop rollercoaster of suspense.” Jeffery Deaver. “Ferocious, visceral storytelling.” Daily Mail. “Thrilling.” Sunday Times.

The Sandman 2014-08: The no. 1 Swedish thriller by the author of the Hypnotist and the Fire Witness. During a cold winter night in Stockholm, a young man is found walking alongside a railway bridge. The hospital declares that he is suffering from hypothermia and legionella. They also discover a death certificate stating that the man has been dead for over seven years. The man was a victim of the serial killer Jurek Walter, who was arrested by Detective Inspector Joona Linna. Jurek Walter was convicted to forensic psychiatric care, a sentence served in total isolation. Where has this man been during all these years? Due to an unexpected testimony, the case is reopened. Someone needs to get under Jurek’s skin and fast.

The Spider 2023-07-25: International bestseller. 17 million copies of
the series sold worldwide the ninth gripping thriller in lars kepler’s bestselling series featuring joona linna a killer is spinning a sinister web and the police are caught dead centre three years ago saga bauer received a postcard with a threatening message it mentioned a gun and nine white bullets one of which was intended for detective joona linna according to the anonymous sender saga was the only person who could save him but as time passed the threat faded that is until now a sack with a decomposing body has been found tied to a tree in the forest and a milky white bullet casing turns up at the scene soon the police begin to receive complicated riddles from the killer taunting them with opportunities to stop further murders joona linna and saga bauer struggle to solve the riddles and save further victims before it’s too late as the hunt becomes increasingly desperate it appears that the killer is unstoppable and that linna and bauer may already be caught in the killer’s web

The Goodbye Man 2021-03-30 in this twisty thriller from the new york times bestselling master of suspense reward seeker colter shaw infiltrates a sinister cult after learning that the only way to get somebody out is to go in in the wilderness of washington state expert tracker colter shaw has located two young men accused of a terrible hate crime but when his pursuit takes a shocking and tragic turn shaw becomes desperate to discover what went so horribly wrong and if he is to blame shaw’s search for answers leads him to a shadowy organization that bills itself as a grief support group but is it truly it a community that consoles the bereaved or a dangerous cult with a growing body count undercover shaw joins the mysterious group risking everything despite the fact that no reward is on offer he soon finds that some people will stop at nothing to keep their secrets hidden and to make sure that he or those close to him say goodbye forever

Lazarus 2021-05-27 international bestseller 15 million copies of the series sold worldwide the eighth gripping thriller in lars kepler’s bestselling series featuring joona linna sixteen year old jenny is
abducted in broad daylight and taken to a dilapidated isolated house where she is chained and caged along with several other girls their captor is unpredictable and as wily as he is cruel he foils every one of their desperate attempts to escape and once caught they rarely survive their punishment five years later jenny is found dead in a public park and the police are scrambling to find a lead among the scant evidence but detective joona linna realizes that this murder has an eerie connection to a death that was declared a suicide years before when mia a seventeen year old orphan goes missing it becomes clear to joona that they are dealing with a serial killer whose murderous rampage has just begun as the police close in on the killer mia and her fellow captives are plunged into ever greater danger and joona finds himself in a seemingly impossible race against time to save their young lives

The Mirror Man 2022-01-18 el hipnotista es la primera entrega de la célebre serie de novelas policíacas protagonizada por el inspector joona linna una familia ha sido brutalmente asesinada en el gélido estocolmo no hay rastro del culpable solamente un niño el hijo único superviviente de la masacre puede dar testimonio de quién ha cometido tal atrocidad pero el sufrimiento que lleva consigo el chico es como el de cien puñales clavados en el pecho y el detective joona linna no logra liberarlo del estado de shock en el que está sumido desesperado por hallar información una pista algún hilo del que tirar linna optará por una medida drástica que no obstante podría dar la clave para resolver el caso el hipnotismo el detective contactará entonces con el doctor erik maria bark quien había jurado no volver a llevar a cabo prácticas similares cuando rompa su promesa sin embargo nada podrá detener el devenir de los acontecimientos crítica una novela cuyo frío te cala hasta los huesos

El hipnotista (Inspector Joona Linna 1) 2018-01-18 there s a face at the window a masked stranger stands in the shadow of a garden watching his first victim through the window he will kill him slowly play him a nursery rhyme make him pay a killer in your
house the police offer ex detective joona linna a chance to clear his name help superintendent saga bauer track down the vicious killer terrorising stockholm before he strikes again only one man can stop him now joona stands between a disturbed predator and its prey he must catch a killer who hunts in the shadows and who is dangerously close to losing control

Hunter 2019-03-21 if you see his reflection it s already too late the gripping new crime novel from global thriller writing phenomenon lars kepler

The Mirror Man 2022 the nail biting new story from the million copy bestselling author is this the best crime writer in the world today if you re looking for a mystery to get lost in during lockdown the times uk a world class crime writer one of the most astonishing plots of modern crime fiction sunday times uk it is nothing less than a landmark in modern crime fiction the times uk from ragnar jónasson the award winning author of the international bestselling ari thór series the girl who died is a standalone thriller about a young woman seeking a new start in a secluded village where a small community is desperate to protect its secrets teacher wanted at the edge of the world una wants nothing more than to teach but she has been unable to secure steady employment in reykjavík her savings are depleted her love life is nonexistent and she cannot face another winter staring at the four walls of her shabby apartment celebrating christmas and ringing in 1986 in the remote fishing hamlet of skálar seems like a small price to pay for a chance to earn some teaching credentials and get her life back on track but skálar isn t just one of iceland s most isolated villages it is home to just ten people una s only students are two girls aged seven and nine teaching them only occupies so many hours in a day and the few adults she interacts with are civil but distant she only seems to connect with thór a man she shares an attraction with but who is determined to keep her at arm s length as darkness descends throughout the bleak winter una finds herself more often than not in her rented attic space the site of a local
legendary haunting drinking her loneliness away she is plagued by nightmares of a little girl in a white dress singing a lullaby and when a sudden tragedy echoes an event long buried in skálar's past the villagers become even more guarded leaving a suspicious una seeking to uncover a shocking truth that's been kept secret for generations

The Girl Who Died 2021-05-04 a gripping twisty new thriller from the bestselling author of the ice beneath her perfect for fans of will dean's dark pines a case as cold as the season a profiler who can't remember a killer ready to strike again psychological profiler hanne lagerlind schön and her partner investigator peter lindgren are invited to the small sleepy industrial town of ormberg to investigate a cold case ten years earlier a five year old girl's remains were found in a cairn near the town but when a recurring memory problem resurfaces hanne struggles to keep track of the case she begins keeping a diary noting down everything she is likely to forget to keep up appearances so she doesn't lose her job when the body of a woman is found at the cairn and one of hanne's shoes is found nearby covered in the victim's blood can hanne's diary hold the key to what happened how does this new murder connect to their old one how can you put together what happened when the pieces keep fading away

After She's Gone 2019-02-07 1 international best seller a serial killer is spinning a sinister web and detectives joona linna and saga bauer are caught dead center this pulse pounding descent into the chilling world of the spider is another shocking thriller in the killer instinct series three years ago detective saga bauer received an ominous postcard describing a gun and nine white bullets one of which was intended for her partner detective joona linna the sender alleged that saga was the only person who could save him but as time passed the threat faded until now a sack with a decomposing body has been found hanging from a tree in the forest a milky white bullet casing turns up at the scene when the body count begins to rise the police realize that the killer is
sending riddles offering them the chance to stop the murders before they happen but the police always seem to arrive a moment too late as they begin to close in the case becomes more and more tangled someone is spinning a fiendishly intricate web pulling joona ever closer to a trap he may not be able to escape the spider is shocking and exhilarating in a way only lars kepler could accomplish

**The Spider** 2023-07-25 wisting the major tv show now on bbc fourchief inspector william wisting is an experienced policeman who is familiar with the dark side of human nature he lives in challenging times for the norwegian police force meeting them with integrity and humanity and a fragile belief that he can play a part in creating a better world dregs begins with a police report giving the place and time of the discovery of a training shoe washed up on the sand containing a severed foot from the victim s body soon a second shoe is washed up but it is another left what is the explanation for this has there been some kind of terrible accident at sea does it indicate the killing and dismembering of two victims is there a link with the unsolved mystery of a number of disappearances in the larvik area in recent months in this gripping police procedural wisting gradually gets to the bottom of the mystery with the help of his all too human colleagues and his journalist daughter line
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